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He dismounted as it drew near the door,
Singular Matrimonial Alliance.— UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE.
assisted her to the pave, and took bis leave !
A TRUE SKETCH.
M. Guizot when about his twentieth year,
EXTRA SESSION.
For several afternoons, successively, the
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
A short winter day was just dragging to made his literary debut in the pages of a
gentleman
’
s
appearance,
mounted
on
his
no

JAMES K. REMICH.
IN SENATE.
a (close, as a young and poorly clad girl Paris periodical, then under the editorial
Office on the Main-street--opposite the Meeting-House. ble animal, was simultaneous with that of
care of a young lady of noble family, but
MONDAY, JUNE 21.
reached
the
door
of
a
splendid
mansion
in
the lady at her carriage.
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
who, having lost her father and most influ
Mr. Clay delivered his report, accompan
Bleecker
street.
The
servant
ushered
her
One evening they were unusually late on
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
ential relatives, some of them by natural ied by a bill to incorporate the subscribers
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which their return. Finally the landau drew up into a large and elegant apartment, where death, and others by the guillotine, was oto the Fiscal Bank of the United States.
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No ;
sat Mrs. M., the mistress of so much wealth
paper discontinued, except at the option oi the pub- i before the door. It was too dark to see fa and grandeur, in conversation with a friend. bliged to employ her talents and learning
The President sent the correspondence
ces, but I could have sworn the equestrian
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
which were great, in writing for the support called for in relation to lhe sailing of our
The
young
girl
stood
a
moment,
then
courtit’tie publisher does not hold himself responsible for was not the stranger ! No ! He dismount
of herself and those who were dependent on squadron from the Mediterranean. It is of
any error in any advertisement beyond tne amount
ed, opened the door of the carriage and the sied, and presented to Mrs. M. a small bun her. To the publication conducted by so strange a character, as to lead many to
charged for its insertion.
dle,
saying,
4
hope
the
work
will
suit
you
gentleman and lady descended ! The foot
this lady, M. Guizot sent contributions every believe that there is something defective in
man had rode his horse, while he, happy ma’am.’
month. These elicited expressions of warm the mind of one of the officers.
MISCELLANEOUS,
4
The
work
is
well
enough,
’
said
Mrs.
M.
man ! occupied a seat by the side of the fair
admiration
from the pen of the fair editress,
Mr. Calhoun delivered his views in rela
one! I watched the progress of this amour examining it carefully, 4 but why did you and were read with gratification by the pub tion to lhe Report of the Secretary of the
ELOPEMENT.
not
bring
it
before
?
It
is
at
least
a
week
for several days, and still the stranger had
lic. Still, no one had the slightest idea Treasury. His speech was by far the most
OR MARRIED IN HIGH LIFE.
never entered the house. One morning, past the time it was promised. Unless vou from what quarter they proceeded. It so able of any from lhe opposition. The mo
however, about 10 o’clock, A. M. I saw are more punctual and keep your word bet happened that about this time lhe lady was tion to print lhe report, (on which the de
4 I have earned ten shillings British, this
ter, I cannot let you have any more work.’
blessed afternoon !’ I exclaimed with ill sup him lounging past, with that ease and
It was growing dark and the room was taken seriously ill, and, of course, obliged bate of the three last days hinge) was car
pressed exultation, as I threw down my pen self possession which charade»ized him. not yet lighted, so that the tears that gather to suspend for a time all literary labor. M. ried.
There were more Bankrupt memorials to
which 1 had been diligently using for four He passed and repassed the house two or ed in the girl’s eyes could not be seen, but Guizot, having accidentally become aware
three times, and then rather hastily ascend
of lhe circumstance, conveyed an anony day than ever.
The people seem deter
hours—(I was penning an article for a cer
her
voice
was
very
tremulous
as
she
an

ing the steps of the portico, pulled at the
mous intimation to her, that he (the corres mined to have the law at once, and are
tain monthly, dear reader) and I pushed my
swered,
bell. The next moment he was admitted
closely written manuscript from me.—where
I did not mean to break my word, ma’ pondent whose writings she had so often not disposed to wait until the ordinary ses
and disappeared out of sight, But only for
upon 1 ignited my cigar, and ascending
am
; but my mother has been much worse, praised,) would furnish all the requisite sion.
The bill to recharter our District Banks
three steps to my window dormant, I seated a moment, reader ! An attic hath its ad and my little brother in chopping wood cut matter for the publication until she had suf
myself in my accustomed chair, and forth vantages ! The blinds of the drawing room his foot ; so I have had’--------- here her ficiently recovered to resume her editorial was before the Senate. On this occasion,
were drawn, and impervious to any glance
with began to speculate on things eternal.
voice became inarticulate, and she hastened duties ; and most ably and faithfully did he Mr. Allen, of Ohio, was inordinately severe
from
the
street
;
but
the
leaves
were
turned
fulfil his promise. The lady felt on her on the whole system of banking.
It was that calm lovely time, which is
out of the room.
restoration to health, that her noble-minded
No question was taken on lhe subject.
wont to usher in the twilight of a summer so as to let in the light of heaven and my
4
That
is
always
the
way
with
those
peo

evening. The roll of wheels beneath me in gaze ! I could see through the spaces, di ple,’ said Mrs. M. 4 a sick mother, or a sick unknown friend had been the salvation of
TUESDAY, JUNE 22.
the new road was ceaseless. Bright forms rectly down into the room, as distinctly as aunt, or a cut foot,—any thing for an ex her work, and, in some measure of her for
The bill to re-charter the banks of this
tunes. Soon afterwa ds, they chanced to
flashed by in gay carriages 1 The happy, if there was no obstruction ! This I give cuse.’
District, came up, and having been thor
the gallant, and the beautiful, were all forth as a hint to all concerned, who have revol
Meantime Mary reached the humble dwel meet in the house of a mutual friend, but oughly investigated, it was engrossed. The
to take the air on the fashionable drive ! ving leaves to Venetian blinds. Attic gen ling she called home. Whether her feel without the lady having the slightest idea
banks are to pay specie for all their liabili
The
Why was I not with the cavalcade?— tlemen are much edified thereby.
ings were laboring under the wound so that the correspondent to whom she was so ties, issue no notes of less denomination
next
moment
he
was
in
the
room,
bis
hand
deeply
indebted
was
present.
In
lhe
ful

Where was my Rocinante? Where is my
thoughtlessly inflicted, or her mother’s ill
than five dollars, nor to pay out lhe notes
establishment ?’ Echo answered 4 Where ?’ upon his heart—another and I saw him at ness distressed her, or her heart sickened at ness of her heart, she then and there, as she
of any other than specie paying banks, the
her
feet.
Would
that
1
had
language
to
was
in
the
habit
of
doing
in
every
company
1 puffed away silently and vigorously for a
the thought of helpless poverty, or it might
charter to continue until the year 1844.
few seconds, as these mental questions assail paint you the scene ! I then learned the have been the contrast between lhe room in which she chanced to mix, gave utter
The bill from the House making appro
‘
art
ol
love
!
’
I
shall
have
confidence,
1
ance
to
her
gratitude,
accompanying
it
with
ed me; and blessed soother of the troubled,
she had left and the one she had just entered
priations for the extra session of Congress,
have
so
good
a
pattern,
when
I
go
to
make
expressions
of
the
deepest
regret
that
she
oh, incomparable cigar! my philosophy re
which forced itself upon her ; whatever was
was reported by Mr. Clay, with two small
turned.
Diagonally opposite to my win my declaration ; the confession, the accepta lhe cause, contrary to her usual course to had not the happiness of. knowing the gen
amendments, which were concurred in.
tion,
all
passed
beneath
me
most
edifying.
—
erous
individual
to
whom
she
was
laid
un

dow stands one of the proudest structures,
appear as cheerful as possible before her
The amendments were ordered to be en
of red brick, with stone facings. This edi Then came the labral seal, that made his mother, she covered her face with her hands, der such infinite obligations. The reader is
grossed, and the bill was passed.
bliss
secure.
By
his
intimating
gestures,
1
left
to
imagine
what
must
have
been
M.
Gu

fice attracted rny attention by its simple ele
and leaning upon the rude table before her,
The President pro tern, laid before the
gance, and eventually fixed it by a mystery, could see he was urging her to take some burst into a passion of tears. It was but izot’s feelings while all this was passing in Senate a message from the President of the
sudden
step.
She
at
first
appeared
reluct

his
presence.
The
lapse
of
time,
so
far
that seemed to my curious eye, surrounding
for a moment, for a faint voice from the bed
United States, enclosing the correspondence
ant, but gradually becoming more placable
one of its inmates!
called 4 Mary.’ She started from her pos from deadening the lady’s sense of gratitude between the President and the committee
yielded.
to
the
friend
who
had
so
gallantly
rushed
A lady of dazzling beauty was an inmate
ture of gtief, and went to her mother’s bed.
appointed to remove the remains of the late
In ten minutes the landau was at the door,
of that mansion ! and, for aught 1 knew to
‘ Mary, dear, wipe your eyes and sit down to her aid in the hour of need, only served Gen. Han ¡son.
they
came
out
arm
in
arm,
and
entered
it.
the contrary, its only inmate. Every after
by me here, and read lhe thirty-fourth Psalm, to deepen the feelings, and to impart an ad
On motion of Mr. Clay, the message was
noon, arrayed in simple white, with a flower I could hear the order to the coachman, it will do us both good.’ Mary reached ditional intensity to her desire to have an laid on I be table and ordered to be printed,
‘
drive
to
St.
George
’
s,
you
know
the
church.
’
opportunity
of
thanking
him
in
person.
or two in her hair, she was sealed at the
down from the shelf lhe well-worn Bible,
after a few remarks by him, in which he
drawing room window, gazing out upon the 4 An elopement .’’ thought I. 4 Having been and seated at the foot of her mother’s bed, With this view, she inserted a paragraph in expressed his belief that no member would
in
at
the
breaking
cover,
I
will
be
in
at
the
her
publication,
implored
her
benefactor
—
gay spectacle the bustling road exhibits of a
in a subdued voice read aloud. She had
think of interposing any obstruction.
pleasant afternoon.
I saw her the first death !’ and taking my hat and gloves, I just finished reading lhe verse, 4 Many are for such as well as friend she considered
descended,
as
if
I
carried
a
policy
of
insur

him
to
be
—
to
communicate
his
address
to
time I look possession of my dormant nook
the afflictions of the righteous but the Lord
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 23.
and was struck with her surpassing loveli ance upon my life in my pocket, the long delivered) them out of them all,’ when a her. The notice appeared at certain inter
The
bill
for
renewing
the charters of the
ness. Every evening I paid distant hom flights of stairs to the street, boiled out of gentle tap was heard at the door. A little vals, without eliciting the desired informa District banks came up on its third reading.
tion.
At
length,
however,
seeing
she
per

the
front
door,
and
followed
the
landau,
age to her beauty. But she was not destin
girl, some years younger than Mary, open
This bill, as engrossed, contained a clause
sisted in repeating it, as if resolved not to
ed to be so worshipped by all. One after which I discerned just turning into Park ed it and a lady entered.
prohibiting
the banks from paying any notes
be defeated in an object so dear to her heart,
4 Is this where Mary Morris lives ?’
noon she was at her window, with a gilt Crescent, Portland Place. I followed full
other than those of specie paying banks. A.
M.
Guizot
forwarded
his
address
to
the
of

fast
on
foot.
I
eschew
’
omnibusses.
They
Mary started from the bed, 4 That is my
leafed volume in her hand, when a gentle
fice of lhe lady’s publication. A personal motion was made to recommit the bill with
man of the most graceful beaiing rode past are vulgar ! When I arrived al the church name ma’am?
instructions to strike out this provision. This
the
carriage
was
before
it,
and
the
happy
4 Ah yes, you are the one I just saw at interview between the parties was the re elicited some debate.
my window. He was well mounted and sat
sult.
The
formation
of
a
mutual
friendship
pair
already
joined
together
were
just
cross

Mrs. M.’s I inquired you out, and have
on his horse like an Arabian. He was what
the boarding school misses called an elegant ing the trottoir to re-enter it? The grin come to see if 1 can be of any service to you ; followed. That friendship soon ripened in
THURSDAY, JUNE 24.
to reciprocal love, and that love, after lhe
The Fiscal Bank bill was taken up, and
fellow ! a well bred man of the world ! a re ning footman, who had legally witnessed the how is your mother ?
The last tallow candle was dimly burning lapse of a limited period, was crowned and Mr. Clay gave the reasons why the Com
markable handsome man ! Tall with a fine ceremony, was following them.
The next day about noon, a capacious beside the bed where Mary bad been read- consummated at the by menial altar. One mittee had determined to present to the
oval face, a black, penetrating eye, and a
mustache upon his lip, together with a fine family carriage rolled up to the door of the ing. The lady went towards it, and look would explore in vain lhe almost boundless Senate the naked question of Bank or no
regions of romance in quest of a matrimonial Bank. They thought it best to adopt some
figure and a most perfect address, he was mansion, followed by a barouche will) ser lhe hand of lhe emaciated sufferer.
union having been formed under more sin one of the approved modes of banking and
4 Have you any physician ?’
what I should term,a captivating and danger vants and baggage. First descended an el
4 No, ma’am. My poor husband’s sick- gular circumstances.
present it in as simple a form as possible.
ous man. As he came opposite to her win derly gentleman who cast his eyes over the
The people, said Mr. C., expect a bank
dow his eye as he turned it thither became building to see if it stood where it did when ness cost me so much, that I have now noth
New method of Shoeing Horses.—A to be chartered at this session—they look
fascinated with her beauty ! How much love he left for Brighton. Then came one after ing left to pay one. I hope I shall get bel
lier a really lovely creature appears, seen another two beautiful girls, then a handsome ter in a few days, and then all will go on Frenchman by the name of Jony, now resi for it—they demand it. It was no Whig
through 4 plate glass !’ Involuntarily he drew young man. 4 How glad 1 am that I have well ; but now it is very hard for poor Mary? dent in Poland, has invented a new meth policy, no Whig measure; there were hun
4 But you have a high fever and should od of shoeing horses, for which the Empe dreds and thousands of all parties seeking it,
in his spirited horse, and raised his hat ! got home again,’exclaimed one of the young
The action, the manner, the grace, were in ladies, running up the steps to the door. be attended to ; my husband is a physician ; ror has awarded him fifty thousand rubles, and some of the opposition themselves de
imitable. At the unguarded moment, the 4 Wonder where Jane is, that she does not he will call and prescribe for you, and here besides an exclusive patent. Jony covers sire it, but still were afraid to vote for it
are some provisions for the children, and the entire hoof with iron, and the base of from parly bias.
hind wheel of an omnibus struck his horse meet us ?’
The
sylph
rang
the
bell
as
she
spoke.
I
Mary just open the door, my servant has hisshoe, or, as it is called, sandal, is per
He would say to his friends let us not di
in the chest. The animal reared high, and
could
see
down
through
the
blinds
into
the
brought you a wheel barrow load of wood fectly smooth.—This method of his is being vide on subordinate mailers of detail ; but
would have fallen back upon his rider, had
ready split ; give all your attention to your adopted in all parts of Russia. It requires if they must divide, which he trusted they
be not with remarkable presence of mind, drawing-room. There was a scene !
neither nail nor screw ; it is extremely cheap would not, let it be on the great prin
The
gentleman
was
for
going
to
the
door,
mother, and you shall be provided for?
stepped quietly and gracefully from the stir
Their hearts were too full for expression and has the important characteristic of great ciple of bank or no bank. He had no pa
rup to the pavement, and the horse losing and the lady his bride was striving to pre
his balance, fell violently on his side. The vent him ! 4 You shan’t’—4 1 will’—4 I say of thanks, but the lady needed them not to lightness. Horses whose hoofs have been rental feeling for this bill, but was ready to
lady who had witnessed with surprise the you shan’t’—4 I say I will’—was interchan convince her that there was no luxury like destroyed by bad shoeing, are, by the use make any concession, any compromise, short
involuntary homage of the stranger, for such ged as certainly between the parties, as if I that of doing good. There were tears shed in of these ‘ hippo sandals,’ restored in a short of that which, might be vital or essential.
Mr. C. explained at length the provisions
from her manner of receiving it, he evident had heard the words. The gentleman or that humble room that night, not of bitter time to their former state of efficiency, and
ly was to her, started from her chair, and rather husband prevailed. I saw him leave ness ; & there were thanksgivings that would may be used as soon as provided with them. of the bill and when he had concluded, Mr.
screamed convulsively. The next moment the room, and the ladies started back at the put to shame lhe feeble gratitude of thous Some horses have been brought to Mr. Jo- Calhoun asked for a postponement of the
he had secured and remounted his horse presence of the new footman. The old gen ands that are4 increased with goods and have ny’s smithy, which could scarcely limp a- discussion until to-morrow; which was grant
long, and with their hoofs in so lamentable ed.
which was slightly stunned by the fall, ac- tleman was now at the door, enquiring as he need of nothing.”
a
state, that the.common mode of shoeing
saw
him,
4
Who
in
the
devil
’
s
name
are
you,
The Senate then took up, and after a
knowledged the interest taken in his misN. B. Mrs. M. went that night to wit
could not have been applied to them; but long and animated debate ordered the bill
chance by the fair being who had been its sir ?’
ness lhe performance of a popular tragedy,
4 I have the honor to be your son in und was so overcome by lhe distresses of after performing a slight operation upon for the relief of the family of Gen. Harrison
innocent cause (unless beauty be a crime)
them, and putting the new sandal on their to be engrossed.
by another bow, and rode slowly and com law !’
the hero and the heroine, as to be unable to
feet, they were sent back to their owners in
‘
The
devil
you
have!
And
who
may
posedly onward, as if nothing unusual had
attend to any thing else for several days.
a comparatively sound state, and fit for
you have the honor to be ?’
FRIDAY, JUNE 25.
occurred.
work.
The Bank bill was taken up and amend
4
The
Count
L
--------y
!
’
with
a
bow
of
The next evening the carriage was at the
Always Happy.—An Italian Bishop
ed. Mr. Buchanan said it was the inten
door of the mansion. The liveried foot ineffable condescension.
struggled thro’ great difficulties without re
P
reservation of Wood.—It has been tion of the opposers of the bill to let its
4 You are an imposter, sir ?’
man was standing with the steps down and
pining, and met with much opposition in
4 Here is your eldest daughter my wife,’ the discharge of his Episcopal functions, recently ascertained, that wood can be pre friends amend it to suit themselves, and af
the handle of the door in his hand. The
served from decay, by soaking it in a strong ter that to propose amendments of their
replied
the
newly
made
husband,
taking
by
coachman was seated on his box. 1 was as
without betraying the least impatience.
solution
of lime and cold water, much better own, and attack the bill. Mr. Clay profes
the
hand
his
lovely
bride,
who
now
came
usual, at my window. The street door oOne of his intimate friends, who highly ad
pened, and with a light step, the graceful imploringly forward as the disturbance mired those virtues which he thought im than by boiling it in lime waler. The reas sed himself satisfied with this arrangement,
form of my heroine came forth and descen reached her ears. 4 Here is my wife your possible to imitate, once asked the Prelate on assigned is, that a much greater quantity
ot fresh burned or calcined lime is soluble
/
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
ded to the carriage. At that moment— daughter.’
if he could communicate the secret of being
in a given quantity of cold than warm wa
4 You are mistaken, sir—she is my house- always
¡
MONDAY, JUNE 21.
(some men are surely born under the aus
easy.—44 Yes,” replied the old man
ter.—The length of time which timber
The bill repealing the Sub-Treasury, sent
pices of more indulgent stars than others)— keeper !’
441 can teach you my secret, and with great
should be soaked, varies from two to four some time since from the Senate, was, after
A scene followed that cannot be describ- facility
¡
—the stranger rode up, bowed with ineffa
: it consists in making a right use of
weeks, according to the texture of the wood. a variety of motions as to what committee
ed.
The
nobleman
had
married
the
geni
ble grace, and—(blessed encounter that
my eyes.” His friend begged of him to ex
it should go, finally sent to the Committee
)
with the omnibus wheel!) his bow was ac tieman’s charming house keeper. She had plain
himself. 44 Most willingly,” returned
There are at present, sixteen hospitals for on Ways and Means.
knowledged by an inclination of her superb spread the snare, and like many a wiser fool, lthe Bishop. 44 In whatever state I am, I
Mr. Fillmore moved for the printing of
| first of all look up to Heaven, and remem the insane in the United States. These ac
head, and a smile that would make a man he had fallen into it.
commodate about 1800 patients, of whom some extra copies of the Report of the Sec
of any soul seek accidents even in the can
ber
that
my
principal
business
here
is
to
get
Half an hour afterward a hack drove up 1
a majority belonged to the old, incurable class, retary of the Treasury ; and although there
non’s mouth. He rode slowly forward, to the street door, and my heroine came there
; 1 then look down upon the earth, before they were removed to the hospitals.
1
was not one copy to be had for the use of
and in a few seconds the carriage took the forth, closely veiled, with bag and baggage, and
By the census of 1840, ascertained at ’the
call to mind how small a space I shall
5
the
Committee, the House refused to print
Department
of
State,
the
number
of
insane
same direction. There are no inferences and drove away. The Count, for such he there
occupy in it when I come to be inter
1
it,
on
the score of economy. Thus the time
and
idiotic
reported
in
the
United
States,
is
drawn from this, reader. All the other car was, I saw no more ! I saw his name ga- red
1 ; I then look abroad into the world, and :
consumed in debating the measure cost ten
riages pass the same house. It was the cus zetted, as a passenger in a packet ship that <observe what multitudes there are more un 18,181; the population is .17,013,379, which
limes more than the whole report would
gives one insane person to 990 inhabitants.
tomary one. At the melting of twilight in sailed a day or two after for Boulogne. How happy
than myself. Thus I learn where 1
1
have cost.
to night the throng of riders and drivers re he escaped from the mansion remaineth a true
happiness is placed—where all our
1
41 say, my lad, are you the mail boy ?’
Mr. Campbell introduced a resolution, in
passed. 6 The lady’s carriage came last of mystery. Henceforth, dear reader, I most cares
must end, and what little reason I have
4
4 Whoy, yes—>you don’t s’pose I’m a je- quiring into the expediency of so amending
all! The cavalier was riding beside it: conscientiously eschew matrimony.
,male boy, do you ?’
Ito repine or complain.”
the act of X840, as to allow of the receipt of
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There will also be receivable
OFFICIAL DOCUMENT
OFFICIAL.
|I
gold and silver, and notes of specie paying '*
for public dues in the present
APPOINTMENTS BY THE PRESI
The
Report
of
the
Secretary
of
the
Treas'
j
MAIL
ARTICLES
or payable in ’42, Treas
Banks, for all dues to the government.
|
DENT,
I ury on the Finances, &c., communicated to year,
ury notes the issues of the
A resolution was also introduced, calling i
[From the Savannah Republican.]
Bn and with the advice and consent oj the Sen Congress at the commencement of the prespresent year
6,087,274 04
for all the correspondence which had taken
FROM FLORIDA.
ate.
- i' .
.
.
.
iAbsalom Fowler, to be Attorney of the U- ent session, is an interesting and exceedingplace between our government and that of , Pilatka, 14th June, 1841.—Our news from
|y able document. We have not room to Making an aggregate of debt
Great Britain, in relation to the seizure ij the South coast is most gratifying. Major nited States for the District of Arkansas.
and deficit, to be provided for
1 Childs has captured Co-a-coo-chee and fifCharlw 11O|>k'"S’ Sulicitor of lhe Geueral publish the whole of it to-day. A pan of it is I. in this and the ensuing year,
of our vessels on the Coast of Africa.
,
as
to
teen
of
his
warriors,
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three
negro»*«
—
and
of
12,088,215 18
I
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Job?
Williamson,
Recorder
of
the
General
given
below,
and
the
remainder
we
shall
en|
Mr. Adams moved so to amend it
This
estimate
is
founded
on
the
embrace all the correspondence in relation what is as good, shipped them to New-Or Land Office.
deavor to lay before our readers next week. |
leans ; which disposition is next in point of ..............
| assumption that all the mon
to the slave trade since 1837, together with .I safety to “ Harney’s safe line” to the other | Robert Tyler, Secretary of the President i
eys in the public depositories
that of Consul Trisl, ol a later date.’
sign nntents.
patents.
world. The East of the St. John’s may now I to si<»n
I The receipts and expenditures for the year
can be at once made available,
Benjamin
A.
Ludlow,
Surveyor
General
of
1840, were as follows :
— ’ be considered tree from the “ Varmintsf ami
and that any and all of tho
TUESDAY, JUNE 22.
I hear that the citizens have already com Public Lands lor the district south of Ten- The available balance in the Trea
demands upon the Treasury
Mr. Cushing called up the resolution for menced making preparations to remove to ljessee.
sury on the 1st of Jan., 1840,
can be satisfied, so long as
| Francis D. Newcomb, Surveyor General of
printing 10,000 copies ol the Report of the their farms.
(exclusive of the amount depos
money to a sufficient amount
Col.
Worth
is
now
operating
np
the
Oc-laPublic
Lauds
for
the
State
of
Louisiana,
ited with the States, trust funds,
remains in any or all the de
Secretary of the Treasury.
wa-ha
and
around
Pan
a-sal-ki,
in
the
hope
(
---------------------and indemnities and the amount
positories. But that is by no
Mr. Randolph moved the previous ques of capturing Halleck Tustennuggee.—The '
.,........ „ ...
( The Pirates.—New Orleans papers of
due from banks which failed in
means the case ; while the
tion, which was seconded.
Fort
niention t|ie return of the steamboat
scampp eloped from
.... F
—King, so soon as he t|ie
1837) was, as appears by the
power to issue Treasury notes
’I’he main question was then carried in ascertained the Colonel’s ariival at that
......place.
'..... Merchant, from her cruise m search of the
books of the Register of the
exists, there should be at all
I If Halleck was caught, there would be only supposed pirates, having on board five men
the affirmative—yeas 100, nays 79.
Treasury,
$3,663,083 60
times, for the convenience of
.
The resolution
of Mr.
McKay calling on straggling Indians left to contend with —no captured in Lime Kiln Bayou, one of them
...........
.........
The receipts into the Treasury during the
the Treasury, a sum equal to
.f
the
TieasuVy
tor
informaI
O
|
«
iU
)ize(i
bands,
as
far
as
my
iiiformatimi
i mortally wounded in the desperate struggle ‘ year 1840 were, from —
the Secretary of .... ........ --j
.
— *...... -..................... ,
.
$1,000,000 in the various de
tion in relation to the unexpended appropri- goes, except Sam Joness party, which is Io with which their capture was attended. It
positories subject to draft.
813
499
502
17
Customs
ations, &c., offered yesterday, was adopt- <rated down by the Everglades and Top-ki-li- geeins that, they discovered the tents at aboul ; Lands
When that power is expend
3,292,285
58
lu haste, jours, &c.
midnight, when the party landed ami pro ! Bond of the Bank
ed, the sum should be ened.
.
'S’
ceeded to make search. One of the gang
creused to not less than
4,000,000 00
Mr. W. C. Johnson reported a bill from
An extraordinary disclosure is made in the was standing sentry and on being required, I of the U. States 1,774,513 80
the Committee on Public Lands, lor the dis New York Commercial Advertiser, which delivered up his musket. Either the sentry Miscellaneous and
Which sum, added to the above,
incidental sour
tribution of the proceeds of Public Lands. die editm on enquiry at the General Post Oi- ol-another from the tent thereupon stabbed the
makes the estimated deficit $16,088,215 18
283,258 23
ces
Referred to the Committee of the Whole and fire, ascertained. It apjiears that Mr. Post- I foremost of the boat’s crew, when the alarm
Banks
which
fail

[The Secretary then calls the attention of
master General Barry, published a pamphlet ' VVas given and a musket was fired which fell
ordered to be printed.
748,629 55
ed in 1837
Congress
to the more immediate demands of
Mr. Campbell’s resolution in relation to in defence of his conduct, which was, of, ed one of the encamped party.
Treasury notes is
the currency and the revenue now came up course, an individual and not an official doc- I Gen. Smith then advanced toward the tent,
the public service and the means by which
5,589.547 51
sued
---------------- 25,187,736 84 those demands are to be supplied.]
(which is in effect to repeal the specie clause um°nt. He, however, paid Blair & Rives, j aod becoming entangled in a tent-rope, found
$1500 for printing it ami charged the amount; |,i,nSelf suddenly prostrate on the ground
of the Sub-treasury act,) and he moved that to the government. When Amos Kendall near the man who had been shot, and from
The sums which will be required from the
Making
$28,850,820 44
it be referred to the Committee oi W ays succeeded
succeeueu Mr.
u.i. Barry,
.»«IIJ, uy
he found .«•.«
(his charge, whom, before be could recover himself; he
1st of June to the 31st of August next, are
were,
The
expenditures
in
the
same
year
and Means.
ami convinced of its improper nature, or fear- j received three stabs with a knife, neither of
estimated as follows, viz.
Mr. Fessenden was opposed to the refer fill of some investigation, entered it as refund-! which were at all serious. The wounded for—
For the payment of Treasury
ence, as the people had already instructed ed on the books. Thus the matter remained ' man then plunged into the bayou, whence, Civil list, foreign
notes which will fall due and
intercourse and
us as to their wishes, and this continual ref till the 3d of March, 1841, the very last day ! after a struggle, he was taken by one of the
interest about
$2,756,900 00
85,492.030
98
Miscellaneous
!
expedition,
and
with
the
other
four
secured.
of
Mr.
Van
Buren
’
s
administration,
when
Mr.
I
Balance for taking the 6th cen
erence ofs« many plans to that commit
10.866 236 45
The
men
there
encamped
were
strangers
Ni'es,
the
successor
of
Kendall
as
Poslmas-I
Military
dep
’
trn
’
t
294,000 00
sus
tee wDuld distract their deliberations and
6,031,088 88
ter General paid back the $1500 to Blair fy to the
__ citizens, who searched them out — Naval dep’trn’t
For the civil list, miscellaneous,
defeat the wishes of the people.
11,982 77
Rives, and an entry was actually made in the were well provided with arms and eipiip- Public debt
1.309.308 37
and foreign intercourse
After some remarks from Messrs. Fessen books to that effect !—Newburyport Her.
ments of various descriptions—and represent Add outstanding
4,591,098 00
Military
service
den and G. Davis, the resolution was laid I
warrants issued
ed that they were a fishing party. They
1,844,000 00
Naval
do.
____ _
were taken to the Balize and left in charge
prior to 1st Jan.
HARRISON
’S TOMB.
on the table.
1,387 00
Public debt
1,416,334 28
1841
A friend
the
editors
of the
at that ,place.
They
The motion of Mr. Merriwether, calling
H ieou of
01
uic
ruir.'ia of the Lebui
inc officers stationed
...................................
.........
Expenses of the extra session of
Treasury
notes
re

nu
I
appear
IO
nave
linen
ancsucu
WII'MIJ
Mli
onr.anon
Star,
writes
them
from
North
Bend
j
ap|»ear
to
have
been
arrested^wh<>lly
i
on
sus350,000 00
on the Secretary for information on a varie
Congress
deemed,includ
nd .: picion,
though the people of New Orleans are
ty of subjects connected with the currency, t hat he is engaged in preparing the mom.,
.
4,045,¿02 05
confident that they are the pirates
ing interest
Making about
11,151,693 37
Iwho plundered
the revenue, and the offices of the Receivers or burial place for the reception of the body perfectly
-27,863,475 41
the Charles.
The ways and means in the power of the
General, and their action, was then taken of President Harrison. He describes it as
Treasury, and which will probably accrue
o a very elevated spot, a short distance west
up and adopted.
We are happy to announce the appoint Leaving a balance in the Trea
under existing law's, are as follows:
The same Message from the President of the dwelling-house, and opposite the fment of Dr. Isaac Ray of Eastport, as super
sury on the 1st of January,
1. Funds in the
1841, of
987,345 03
which has been mentioned in the Senate mouth of the tunnel of the Whitewater Ca- ¡intendant of the Asylum for the Insane, at
644,361 16
Treasury
The
receipts
from
the
1st
of
proceedings, was received and referred to nal.” This spot is conspicuous from the Augusta. We think no appointment could
2.
Treasury
notes
Jan. to the 4th of March, 1841,
the Committee who had charge oi the busi- Ohio river, and is perhaps the best that be
I more acceptable. Dr. Ray is peculiarly
authorized by
were—(say)
4,212,540 07
for this station; he has devoted
ness^rowiiig out of the death ol Gen. Har could have been chosen. A vault is being qualified
<
the act of 15th
much
time
to
the
study
of
the
malady
to
1,505,943 91
of Feb., 1841
built upon it, and it is to be enclosed with
rison.
which he is now called to administer, and Making, with the balance in the
a plain, though neat and substantial fence — has acquired a high reputation both in this
5,194,885 10 3. Estimated re
Treasury, Jan. 1, 1841,
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 23.
ceipts from the
“ harmonizing in this particular,” the wri country and Europe by his learned and elab
The expenditures for the same period
3.000,000 00
customs
Mr. Flovd of New York offered a resolu ter appropriately says, u with the life and orate work on Medical Jurisprudence. The were—
700,000 00
Do. do. the lands
tion calling upon the President to inform character of him who is to repose within its State is fortunate in securing the services of £.-lv|| Jigt mjsce],
Do. do. miscella
’
the H ouse whether any officer of the army pale.” Trees enough of the original growth such an individual to preside over this valualaneous, & for
50,000 00
neous sources
has been sent to the Northern frontier, al have been left upon the mound to shade it, ble institution.—Porffand Adv.
943,517 14
------------- 5,900,305 07
eign interco’se
Making
any time, on business relative to the Mc and give it at once an appearance of great
Military dep’trn’t 2,273 097 11
Let it be Kemembered, that Nathan Nava! depai tm’t
759,349 60
Ami leaving a deficit of
5,251,388 30
Leod affair, and, if so, what were his in beauty. Such it should have ; for it will be
3,612 70
To which add the sum recom
a pilgrim spot in this country, whither thous Clifford. Alfred Marshall, and Joshua A. Low- \ Public debt
structions.
ell, of Maine, were so lost to all feelings of
mended to be kept in the trea
A motion to print a tariff memorial from ands will repair yearly in respect to the justice and humanity, and such complete Treas’ry notes re
deemed, inclu
sury to meet any emergencies
citizens of New Jersey was offered by Mr. memory of the great and good departed.
slaves to party, as to vote against the bill ap
647,590 09
4,000.000 00
ding interest
of the public service, viz.
Randolph, and occasioned a brisk debate.
propriating one year’s salary to the embar
4,627,166
GEN.
WM
HENRY
HARRISON,
Mr. J. Q. Adams was in tavor of action
rassed and afflicted family of Gen. Harrison !
9,251,388 30
Making an aggregate of
President of the United States,
on the tariff at this session, and called upon
Leaving the bal’ce in the Treas
Tn
another
part
of
this
paper
the
views of
Died at Washington City,
Lucky.—A man in Rochester was lately
ury on the 4th of March, 1841
572,718 46
the Northern members of all parties to in
'
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r
•
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Department
as
to
the
mode
of
providing
Aptil
the
Fourth,
robbed
of
his
coat.
Shortly
afterwards
see

The balance of appropriations outstanding for
.. the
. r above
.
. „ . together
.
sist upon immediate action for the benefit oi
deficit,
with *.•the resi
In the year of
ing it lying upon a canal boat he took pos on the 4th of March, 1841, were—
their own tDanufacturing interests.
due of the existing public debt will be pre
Our Lord
session, and upon feeling in the pockets he
Mr. Rhett and others deprecated any de
One
sented.
found a handsome supply of cash—an article Civil, foreign in
tercourse, and
parture from the compromise act, but wish
Thousand Eight Hundred
which had theretofore been rather scarce in
From the year 1816 to 1837, a
miscellaneous 5,237,234 28
and Forty
ed the question to be met at once.
those receptacles.—Salem Reg.
period of twenty-one years,
15,991,895
15
Military
One.
The debate was broken off by a motion
the revenues constantly ex
6,910,268
69
Naval
The
foregoing
is
composed
from
the
letters
Quick —Goods have been opened and for
to adjourn at a very early hour. The ob
ceeded the expenditures. The
6,387 30
Public debt
ject of the adjournment was to enable the found in the following extraordinary words, sale in a store in Boston, in thirty days af- Treasury notes issued prior to
average annual surplus dur
which were the last ever uttered by our late
ing that time was $11,464,committee on ways and means to prepare Chief Magistrate. ’Tis no more singular than ter the order for them left here for England.
the 1st of January, 1841, and
226 87, making an aggregate
some business to bring belore the House to true.
outstanding on the 4th of
It is rumored that F. O. J. Smith, Esq. is
excess of $240,748,764 27.
March, 1841
3,873,220 00
* Sir—I wish you to understand the true to be engaged in the office of the Madisonian
morrow.
Of this there was applied to
Do. issued under the act of 1840,
principles oí the Government—I wish them at Washington.
the extinction of the national
from
1st
Jan.
to
the
4th
of
THURSDAY, JUNE 24.
carried out —I ask nothing more.—North
debt $208,792,127 44, and
March,
1841,
which
may,
and
The Philadelphia North American says
Mr. Fillmore reported a bill authorizing ampton Courier.
there was under the provis
most
of
w
hich
probably
will,
that a sign-painter near the office of that es
the Government to contract a loan of not
ion of the act of the 23d of
be presented in payment of
A
meeting
of
the
political
friends
of
Presi

tablishment,
has
painted
a
raw
beef
steak
so
June, 1836, deposited with
more than twelve millions of dollars, which
public dues during the year
dent Harrison, citizens of Pennsylvania, was exquisitely, that the dogs wag their tails and
the Slates $28,101,644 91,
eras referred to the committee o! the whole held in Washington on Saturday, to take in look wistfully every time they pass the win
1841
1,110,61108
and there remained on the
Interest
estimated
at
about
300,000
00
on the state of the Union.
to consideration the propriety of a subscrip dow1st of January, 1837, in the
Mr. W. C. Johnson reported a bill from tion of a sum of $100,000, in sums of $5, by
Treasury of the U. States, in
Making
in
the
aggregate
$33,429,616
50
the committee on the Public Lands, provid citizens of Pennsylvania, to erect a monu
On Saturday evening last, two men caught
cluding the fourth instalment
ing for the distribution of the proceeds ol ment to his memory, at North Bend, or to at the Pawtucket Falls, Lowell, over two
due to the Stales, a surplus
Of
this
there
will
be
required
aid
his
family
should
they
need
it.
The
thousand
Lamprey
Eels.
of
17,109,473 26
the sales of the public lands among the
for the services of the current
speeches
and
resolutions
of
the
meeting
were
States, and granting pre-emption rights.
There were, also, outstanding
year
24,210,000 00
full
of
reproach
to
Congress
for
the
small
Salmon are very plenty in the Kennebec
debts due and falling due to
Referred to the committee of the whole on
Additional appropriations required by the
sum voted to Mrs Harrison in the bill which
the Treasury, arising from
the state of the Union, and ordered to be passed the House of Representatives on Fri the present season. The Augusta paper states War Department for the year 1841, viz.
that there were 150 in that market one morn
other sources than those of
printed.
day.— Boston Adv.
ing last week, selling at 8 cents per lb. The Fortifications and
the ordinary revenue, and
Several resolutions gave rise to discussion
weight averaged 17 lbs. each.—One has been
works of de
which were paid between the
and the M’Leod case was before the House
Col. Johnson, late Vice President of the caught at Bath which weighed 70 lbs.
1,435,500 00
fence
1st of January, 1837, and 4th
al the adjournment. Mr. Ingersoll went in United States, has been elected to the Legis
For armaments of
of March, 1841, the amount
lature
oí
Kentucky,
as
representative
of
Scott
of
9,124,747 00
The name of the Post-Office in Sharon,
to a minute investigation of the case, and
fortificat’ns and
Mass, has been changed to East Sharon, and
ordnance stores 220,000 00
There were, also, issued with
attacked Mr. Webster’s letter. Mr. Cush county, in that State.
that of Sharon Centre to Sharon.
Forpaym’t of ar
in that period and outstanding
ing supported the doctrines of the letter with
’ The N. Y. Tribune says—“ The memorial
rearages & cur
on the 4th of March, 1841,
great success and eloquence, and had not of our citizens in favor of a National Bank
Mexico.—Yucatan.—By the brig Euse
rent expenses,
Treasury notes to the amount
concluded his speech when at 3 o’clock the is already one hundred and thirty feet long, bio, from Campeachy, we have advices that
of
5,648,512 40
and taking care
in double columns. It has been entrusted to the State of Yucatan has definitively declared
House adjourned.
of public prop
the Board of Trade, and a Committee of that its absolute separation from the Republic of
erty on roads,
Making the aggregate available
FRIDAY, JUNE 25.
body appointed to carry it on to Washington. Mexico.
harbors, rivers,
means which were in the
On the 16th of May, the new Constitution,
Mr. -Cushing having the floor resumed his It will go on soon.”
40,199 12
&c.
Treasury on the 1st of Janu
decreed by the Legislature, was published at For
:
arrearages for
ary, 1837, and which came
-remarks from yesterday, and with much an
Twelve Spanish Dollars were lately depos Merida, the capitol of the State. The Mexi
preventing and
into it prior to the fourth of
imation contended that the letter of Mr.
ited in Savings Bank at Hartford, which had can flag was taken down by the populace,
suppressing In
March, 1841, over and above
Webster was Jo no way liable to objections been held in one family 50 or 60 years. If torn into pieces, and its place supplied by
825,637 86
the current revenue
31,882,732 66
dian hostilities
urged against it y-esterday by Mr. Ingersoll. they had been so long at compound interest, other colors.
- ------ ------ 2,521,336 98 From which deduct the am’t
Mr. Wise followed., and he also defended they would have amounted to $376.—N. Y.
The liberty of worship is declared by the
(less the trust funds) remain
cthe course taken by Mr. Webster.
Constitution,* and it is the first time that eTribune.
Making
26,731,336 98
ing in the Treasury on the 4th
Without taking the question on the reso
quality in this respect has been decreed in
of March, 1841
572,718 46
The actual and estimated means under the
T
he
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ational
A
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.
—
The
prep

the
old
Spanish
colonies.
Every
possible
lution, the House then went into committee
existing laws to meet these demands are, viz.
arations
for
the
Grand
Temperance
Celebra

guarantee
is
promised
to
strangers.
And there appears an excess of
of the whole, on lhe Stale of the Union,
The new government is about to send mes The available bal
expenditure over the current
and took up the bill for dividing the pro tion in this town on the 5th of July are mak
ing on a splendid scale. The Pavilion on the sengers to Washington and to Europe, for
ance in the trea
revenue of
$31,310,014 20
ceeds of the sales of the public lands and Common is to be 300 feet by 80, which will the purpose of being officially recognized as
sury on the 4th
It
is
proper
to
remark
that
the entries on
granting pre-emption rights.
dine upwards of 2000 people. The military an independent State.
646,803 12
March, 1841
the books of the Register of the Treasury do
Mr. W. C. Johnson, who reported the tents and marquees will be pitched on the
Commander Don Francisco Riebaud, the Treas’y notes au
not always show the true dates of the receipts
bill, then took the floor, and gave the com Common for the Cold Water Army, the num brave Federalist, who refused to take
thorized under
and expenditures.
*
*
*
*
mittee a two hours’ speech, in which he re bers of which we can hardly trust ourselves part in the capitulation made by the chief the act of 1840,
Thus and to this extent, within the last four
issued alter the
ferred to the history of -the -lands, and con to estimate. The Salem Brass Band will be Canales, in November last, and repulsed the
years, were the expenditures pushed beyond
413,592 72
3d March, ’41
tended that no valid objection -could be in attendance, and the procession will be con overtures of the Mexican government, has
the amount of the revenue. They were
ducted
by
100
Marshals.
—
Lynn
Freeman.
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y
notes
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been
called
to
Yucatan,
and
placed
in
the
brought agamstdhe scheme for a distribution
made to absorb the surplus in the Treasury
thorized by the
charge and direction of the Navy. Many
of »hem among the several States.
and the outstanding debts due to the United
act of 1841 to
Discovery of Tin Ore.—Extract of a other distinguished men, and among others,
States, so that the Treasury was, on the 4th
be
issued
after
Don
Louis
Marie
de
Calle,
Ex-Mexican
Con

Each House has appointed a committee, letter, dated Walpole, N. H., 15th June:— sul in our city, have been recalled.—J\/ew Or
of March, 1841, exhausted of its means and
the 4th of M’ch,
(i
Dr.
Jackson,
the
State
Geologist,
states
subject to heavy and immediate liabilities. It
in response to the communication o-t the
5,000,000 00
1841
leans Courier.
was already burdened with a debt incurred
President concerning the removal of the re the certain existence of tin ore on the east
Rec’ts from cus
in time of peace, and without any adequate
toms estimated
mains of President Harrison to North Bend, ern slope of the White Mountains, in the
From Havana.—The port of Havana was
resources except the authority granted by law
at
12,000,000 00
to join the Cincinnati committee, and ac town of Jackson, county of Coos, N. H. crowded on the 7th inst. with vessels of all
to augment that debt.
company the body on Hs removal as far as Dr. Jackson appears to be of the opinion nations, business very dull, the weather rainy .' Rec’ts from pubAs yet no provision has been made to re
2,500,000 00
the boundary line of the district. Both that the ore will prove to be abundant—if and sultrv, and the place very sickly, the ie-1f lie lands
duce this debt or to check its constant and
Mis
’
laneous
sour

ver
unusually
malignant,
particularly
among
so,
this
is
the
first
discovery
of
tin
in
quan

Houses adjourned till Monday, that the
rapid increase. We find it, therefore, as far
ces
170.000 00
the shipping.
ceremonies might take place on Saturday. tity in the United States.”
_____ —- ---- 20,730,395 84 ; as past legislation and financial arrangements
charactize it, a permanent and increasing na
The British Queen will not come out again
The Animal Magnetism humbug is causing
tional debt. The temporary expedients by
the
....... for, of
........
Never suffer your courage to be fierce, much sensation in Boston. It appears that this season, in consequence of the great ex- i Leaving unprovided
which it has been sustained do not at all vary
citement
caused
in
England
by
the
non-apI
demands
for
the
present
year,
vmrr resolution obstinate, your wisdom cun several clergymen and physicians in that city,
6,000,941 14 its essential character.
'
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of
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President.
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sum
of
have
become
converts
to
this
imposture.
ning, nor your patience sullen.
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APPOINTMENTS.
[Correspondence of the Boston Atlas.]
PROBATE NOTICES.
Sanford A. Kingsberry, of China, has been
SHERIFF’S SALE.
Washington. June 26th, 1841.
appointed by the Governor and Council,
-------- ooo-------At a Court of Probate holden at Saco, With
The mortal remains of him who was so' Clerk of the courts for the county of Kenne
York, ss.—June 26, 1841.
in andfor the County of York, on the first
lately thb head of a mighty nation were re bec, in place of William M. Stratton, who
SATURDAY,
JULY
3,
1841.
Y virtue ot an execution in my hands for
debt
'***
Monday of June, in the year of our Lord
moved from the Congressional Cemetery this had been temporarily appointed by the
collection against James Lord, Jun
ed for
eighteen h undred and forty-one, by the Hon.
1 morning by a parly of Marines from tbe.Na- Courts.
ior, of Berwick, in said county of York,WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court:
WHIG CONVENTION.
year,
I vy Yard, in the presence of the respective
Eben’r Hutchinson, Athens, County Attor
I have taken on execution, and shall
N the petition of OLIVE STORER,
m iben’^215«
YORK COUNTY.
¡Committees of Congress, and the citizens of ney, Somerset County, vice Eben’r Thacher yeoman,
sell at PUBLIC VENDNE, at the store of
administratrix of the estate of Jotham
Cincinnati. A small number of spectators! deceased.
Parks
&
Harris
in
Berwick
aforesaid,
on
•lion.
Storer, late of Sanford, in said ciftinty, deceas
The Whigs of the County of York, and assembled to witness the exhumation, but the j Isaac Ray, Eastport, Superintendent In
Saturday, the 7th day of August next, at ed, representing that the personal estate of
Uorieg
other friends of the National and Stale scene of this day formed only another of’ sane Hospital.
two o’clock in the afternoon, all the estate, said deceased, is not sufficient to pay the just
ilu'de,
Administrations, who are desirous to aid in those strange and startling contrasts which
right, title and interest, which the said James debts which he owed at the time of his death,
¡•film
sustaining the great work of economy and re have made (he last few months an era in the
The following is a Catalogue of appoint Lord, Junior, has by virtue of e contract in by the sum of thirteen hundred dollars, and
form, now most auspiciously commenced, are minds of us all. How unreal 1 how like the
-usury
invited to meet in Convention, at the Court quick changing scenes of a dramatic exhibi ments, as far as we have been able to collect writing, to a conveyance of the following de ¡Having for a license to sell and convey so
••g w
mount
House in Alfred, on MONDAY, the 5th tion seem these late events '. The passionate them, to Post Offices in Maine by the new scribed real estate, with the buildings there much of the real estate of said deceased
administiation ‘.—Portland Adv.
on, viz :—A certain tract or parcel of land as may be necessary for the payment of said
•e de.
day of July next, at ten o’clock A. M., for the tumultuous
l„I1,„„„
excitement of the election —the
YORK.
situate in said Berwick and bounded as fol debts and incidental charges :
purpose
of
nominating
candidates
for
County
'
^'ger
anticipations
of
the
change
of
adminiS110
Samuel Mendurn,
lows—Easterly by the road leading from
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
ife Iht
Officers, and also to nominate three persons (lra^on_t|)e triumphal journey hither—the I Kennebunk
J. G. Tompson,
Berrwick,
Great Falls to Little River Falls in Lebanon ; tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased and
as candidates for Senators from York District almost frantic hilarity of the inauguration — I| South
Holts
North Holli»,
Abijah Usher,
Southerly by land of Janies Gowell ; West to all persons interested in said estate, by
al the ensuing election.
lhe congratulatory thronging of visiters—and York,
at oil
Charles O. Clark,
erly by land of Moses Clements, and North causing a copy of this order to be published in
By order of the County Committee.
nee of
then—the sad silence of death—the mourn Cornishville,
John Jameson.
erly by land of John Gowell, containing sev the. Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenne
June
10,1841.
l‘«al to
ful, funeral pomp, and the quiet, half unno
CUMBERLAND.
enty acres, more or less.— Also, one other bunk, in said county, three weeks successive
ticed ceremonies of disinterment and remov Portland,
us deS R. Lyman,
tract or parcel of land, situate in said Ber ly, that they may appear at a Probate Court
draft,
The Campaign commenced.—The opposi al. The coffin was deposited in the car pre- West Falmouth,
Ozias Merrill,
wick, being a part of lot numbered two, in to be holden at Alfred in said county, on
.
pared
for
its
reception
—
the
Committees
took
tion party held a State Convention, at Augus
W. G. Hoyt,
Durham,
the sixth range in Berwick commons, so call the first. Monday in September next, at ten of
their
seats
with
the
guard
of
Marines
and
oth

¡>e enF. A. B. Hussey,
South Durham,
ed, and hounded as follows, viz : beginning the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
ta, on Wednesday of last week. It was well er passengers—and all was over !
1
4,000,00000 attended by delegates from all parts of the
W. L. Harmon,
South West Bend,
at the South East of tvvrnty-nitie acres and any they have, why the ¡nayer of said peti
William Lowell,
one
quarter of an acre of land lately belong tion should not he granted.
West
Minot,
State. The Convention was organized by
Remains of General Harrison.—The Standish,
above,
J. S. Tompson,
ing to William Guptill, 3d, deceased, on the
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
ilicil »W1I the choice of Ex-Governor R. P. Dunlap as . body of President Harrison reached this city New Gloucester,
E. H. Mosely,
North by part of said lot, on the interest line,
A true copy—Attest,
President ; eight Vice Presidents, of whom at three o clock, P. M. on Saturday. It was Pownal,
A. P. Chute,
so called, and running from thence Souther
John Skeele, Register.
llls die allenii,^ T ,
Tl
• 1
accompanied by his son. John Scott Harrison East Baldwin,
William H. Davis,
ly on said interest line, thirty five rods, thence
June 26.
Judge Hayes of South-Berwick was one, amb
j
ihe
the citizens of Cin
Thomas Hancock,
Gray,
South sixty-four and one-half degrees, West
G. P. Thom ¡»son,
1,9 “MiliJH two Secretaries. The whole number of votes ! cmnati.—A detachment of the Marine Corps North Pownal,
one hundred and sixty rods to the Westerly At a Court of Probate, held at Saco, within
for a candidate for Governor at the ensuing j at Washington acted as an escort, and will Freeport,
and for the County of York, on the sev
Samuel Thing,
range line of said lot, thence Northerly on
supplied.]
enth day of June, in the year of our Lord
election was 352, of which John Fairfield ¡'«’oceed with the body to its final resting Bridgton,
Renssalaer Cram,
said range line thirty-nine rods, to the South
place at North Bend —an appropriate mark
eighteen hundred andforty-one,by the Honor
paired
Oliver Pollard,
West corner of said twenty-nine acre lot,
received 349.— Resolutions were adopted,— of respect on ’he part of the National Execu Centre Minot,
able WM. A. HA YES, Judge of said Court :
1 A“gust iW|t()
David Hayes.
Sacarappa,
thence
North
sixty-five
degrees
east,
by
said
a Committee was appointed 'll) prepare an tive. We learn that when the order was ad
OXFORD.
lot one hundred and sixty rods to the point ISAIAH GETCHELL, named executor in
Address to the People of the State, &c. &c. dressed to Col. Henderson of the Corps, to Dixfield,
a certain instrument purporting to be the
H. Farewell,
begun, containing thirty seven acres.
easury
furnish the detachment and to designate an Fryeburg,
last will and testament of Ephraim Gdchell,
Asa Charles.
Conditions, &c. at sale.
uè and
late of Sanford, in said county, deeeasei^hav(t'F’The opposition party, in this county, officer to command it, he replied that, being
LINCOLN.
MARK E. MARSHALL, D. Sh’ff.
himself the senior officer, he conceived it to
ing presented the same for probate :
J no. M. Gates,
Berwick, July 1,1841.
a cenhold a Convention at Alfred this day. We be most proper and respectful that he should Thomaston,
ORDERED—That the said executor give
E. S. Hovey,
Thomaston,
Ww are inclined to believe, from the appeals in act on the occasion, and accordingly assumed East
notice to all persons interested, by causing a
~ SH ERIFF’
R. Butterfield,
Bowdoinham,
> neous,
their organ, and the street-efforts that are to himself the melancholy duty of heading Nobleborough,
copy of this order to be published three
—ooo-------William P. Harrington,
3
1,309,30831
making, that the several towns in the county the escort.
KEN on execution, and will weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
Sei b B. Wetherbee,
Warren,
4,59),0!)goj
Y
ork, ss
The arrival in Baltimore of the body, and Richmond,
be sold at PUBLIC AUC zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
J. W. Grant.
will be well represented.
those who accompanied it, was without any
TION, on Tuesday, the 10th day of August, appear al a Probate Court to be held al Al
KENNEBEC.
w
A. D. 1841, at 2 o’clock in the afternoon, al fred, in said county, on the first Monday of
T. Eldred,
(Q^*The Whigs are notified to meet in previous notice, and but comparatively few North Belgrade,
ision of
of our citizens witnessed its passage from the Farming ton,
H.
B.
Stowell,
the
store of Clark & Marshall, in York, all September next, at ten of the clock in the fore
350,000(1) Convention at Alfred on the 5th —next Mon
Railroad depot to the City Hotel. The spec Waterville,
Samuel Ap,deton,
the right in equity which Samuel Stone, Jr., noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
day.—The largest political gathering ever tacle of the mortal remains of the gallant he Readfield,
Timo. C. Howse,
of said York, has to redeem certain real es the said instrument should not be proved, ap
11.151», witnessed in this Slate was that of the ro and tried patriot, borne along in solemn Winthrop,
Cyrus Bishop,
tate situate in said York, together with the proved and allowed, as the last will and test
in the power ofife
silence, and followed by the little band of Hallowell,
buildings thereon standing, containing about ament of the said deceased.
Ichahod Nutter,
'•II probably accwi whigs of York County, in this town, on mourning friends, clothed in funeral habili Windsor,
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
A. Bryant,
twelve acres, more or less, and adjoining
the last anniversary of our National Inde ments, was truly in striking contrast with the South Windsor,
as follows:
A true ccpy,—Attest,
Asa Heath.
lands of Chas. Moody, John Kingsbury and
John Skeele, Register.
pendence. The noble spirit manifested crowds, the shouts, and the joyous, demon
PENOBSCOJ'.
heirs of Robert R. Moody, being the «ame
June 8._____
,36116
Timothy Fuller,
by our political brethren on that day and strations which marked his approach to the Lincoln,
whereon he now lives, the same having been
T. George,
attached on the original writ. The above
East Brewer,
the splendid successes that crowned their la selfsame spot but a few months before.
R. K. Cushing.
property is mortgaged to Solomon Brooks of
As soon as the arrival of the body was Brewer Village,
bors at the autumnal elections, will not soon
SOMERSET.
said York, to secure the payment of $50 and
known, Col. Hickman tendered to the Com
be forgotten. They will long be recollected mittee the services of a military guard, to be Norridgewock,
,94391
Mark S. Blunt,
interest, by Deed, dated December 28, 1838,
with pleasure and with pride. Why should present with the body while it remained in Skowhegan,
Lewellyn Kidder,
and recorded on the 11th page of the 164th
John P. Emerson,
Book of York County Registry of Deeds.
not the same spirit be manifested—the same the city. The Independent Blues were im Mercer,
,000 00
Daniel Towle,
N. G. MARSHALL, D. Sh’ff.
efforts be pul forth, now. The State and Na mediately detailed for that service, and on Avon,
,000 00
Elbridge G. Crowell.
Canaan,
York, June 29, 1841.
tional Governments are administered by the Sunday morning were relieved by the Eu
WALDO.
taw Infantry.
men whom we then hoped and labored to el
Henry Colburn,
,000 00
The President and Directors of the Balti Belfast,
SHERIFF’S SAKE.
Hiram Bass,
-------- 5,900.30501 evate to our high places—the measures, to more and Susquehannali Railroad Company Camden,
-------- ooo---- --A. F. C. Dodge.
v
Hp A KEN on execution, and will
'the success of which our prayers and exer have tendered to the Committee a special Blacks,
FRANKLIN.
york, ss.... jk be sold at PUBLICK VESk
tof
5,251,131
train to convey the remains to Columbia, to
tions were then directed, it is now in our leave at 8 o’clock on Monday morning. The Wilton,
J. H. Willard,
recom
DUE, on Saturday, the 31st day of July
/power to carry forward and mature. The cars have been -appropriately decorated with Keith’s Mills,
Joseph Keith,
ía ireanext, at 2 o’clock P. M., at the store of Clark
J. B. Welcome,
rfield is ours, and the question now submitted mourning emblems, and the Directors of the Kingfield,
?encies
fc Marshall, in said county, all the right in eJoseph
Bullin.
New
Sharon,
4,0001« to the whigs is—Shall that field, so nobly Road have resolved to accompany the Com
riz.
quity that Frederick B. Quimby of said York,
AROOSTOOK.
had on the 2d day of May, A. D. 1840, (the
twon, he made to “ blossom as the rose,” or mittee to Columbia.—Balt. American.
John Hall,
Houlton,
Ì OÍ
9,251,13
• lay when the same was attached on mesne
>fiihil'l it be again abandoned to the spoilers,
Dwniel Pineo.
process,) of redeeming a certain mortgaged
The following from the Kennebec Journal Topsfield,
paper the views »without an effort to redeem it from the sterPISCATAQUIS.
real estate, lying in said York, being the farm
gives
an
amusing
account
of
the
speeches
at
mode of
Milo,
C. G. Foss,
whereon the said Frederick B. Quimby now
Ileiand
di
la
pidated
condition
to
which
it
was
the recent grand Convention at Augusta.
(her with the is
South Sebec,
Caleb S. Wingate.
dwells, containing about eighty acres, togeth
debt will fop •reikiced by our predecessors in power?
HANCOCK.
“ Some of them in their zeal opened large,
er with the buildings thereon
said proper
It is a settled point that the opposition will and began to introduce resolutions before the Bucksport,
S. Little.
ty is mortgaged to Solomon Brooks, Esq. to
WASHINGTON.
-struggle hard to regain their ascendancy at meeting was organized. Mr. Allen, ex-Regissecure the payment of $200 and interest from
837, a
William Goodwin.
February 9, 1839, as may be seen by his deed,
4h-e’coming election. They already predict ter of Probate in York county, took this Calais,
years,
recorded on the 266th page of the 163rd Book
lly ex
that! the work will be accomplished. That ground, and made a speech to prove the
Remedy for a Lightning Shock.— As of York County Registry of Deeds
whole apportionment »vas unconstitutional,
es. The
they should so labor & predict is by no means and should not have been made by the last this is the season when all are more or less
N. G. MARSHALL, Dep’y Sh’ff.
ns dar
surprising. It was anticipated. They will try. legislature at all, and should be nullified at liable to experience a shock from nature’s
York, June29, 1841.
il,464,battery,
the
Buffalo
Commercial
Advertiser
It is also a settled point that the whigs can once by this convention. Dr. Nourse was
jgregiite
suggests that any person struck down by
~~ siiesii
AeeT"
¡,764 27.
«gain carry the State by a handsome majority too old a politician to permit the caucus to be lightning, no matter if apparently dead, ought
------------------ 000-------------------committed in this way. He intimated that
plied io
if they will try. It requires only the will to an apportionment was indispensable, there to be laid immediately extended on the damp
fflAKEN on execution against
national
do it. We have nothing to fear except from was no other way. Mr. Wells of Hallowell ground ; and if it do not rain upon him, wa York, ss.. •
the“KENNEBUNK14, and
the inactivity—the false security—of our threw cold water on the York gentleman, ter should be thrown on freely which in most I* O R T GRANITE and RAI L provishinted that he and his nullifiers had better cases will conduct off the electric fluid with ROAD COMPANY, and will be sold
fi ienUs.
23d of
not
fools of themselves, and spoiled out serious injury. Many a one has lost his at Public Auction, on Thursday the fifteenth
ed with
The opposition open the campaign in this theirmake
fun
entirely.
We went in after dinner life when a knowledge of these facts on the /lay of July next, at one o’clock, afternoon, a
¡,644 91,
»county to-day. Let our friends, on Monday, and heard Mr. Wells make a speech about part of friends or bystanders would have pre lot of LAND, containing about sixty acres,
on the
with the Buildings thereon consisting of a
show them that they are ready for the con democracy and so forth. He pronounced a served it.
, in the
Dwelling house, Barn ami Blacksmith’s Shop. œiMISSIOiWgtS’ WOTICE.
flaming panegyric on Gen. Jackson, whose
test
—
prejiared
to
prosecute
the
campaign
totes, inThe Secretary of the Treasury acknowl Sale to be on the premises, situated in Ken FglHE subscribers having been appointed by
with »vigor, and that nothing is more foreign administration by the way he opposed from edges
istahnent
the receipt of one hundred dollars en nebunk -port, in said comity, known as said a.
first to last. He made no allusion to Mr.
the Judge of Probate, for the county
i surplus
lolheir thoughts than leaving the political Van Buren whom he did support, nor to closed in an anonymous letter, postmarked Company’s Granite Establishment ;----- Ami
17,109^'
of
York,
Commissioners to receive, examine,
field an easy prey to our opponents.
***
Henry Clay, whom he nominated tor Presi New York, June 9. The writer states the immediately after the sale of said real estate, adjust and allow the claims of the creditors
[standing
dent at the Belgrade convention. He said same to be “ for duties long due.”—The a- will be sold at Walker’s yVharf. so called, in against the estale of
* due to
said Kennebunk-port, a lol of TOOLS, viz :
The War. Renewed.—The Florida lu he saw before him the evidence that great rnount has been placed injhe Treasury.
RICHARD SHAPLE1GH,
Ng Iroin
3 Crow Bars ; 40 Hammers, for cutting late of Berwick.,
change was to be expected (he should have
Nat. lid.
tile
ilians^have
taken
the
field
again.
On
in said county, deceased, rep
those of
stone ; 500 Points and Chisels ; ]0 Hand
said desired) next fall. Ex-County Attorney
resented insolvent, and six months from the
Dth’ult. eight miles above Fort Macomb, on J. W. Bradbury read a series of resolutions,
me, and
Hammers
;
I
Cajistan
ami
6
Chains
;
1
An

HYMENEAL
ween lb0
vil ami other Blacksmith’s tools, and sundry third day of May, A. D. 1841, being allowed
the Suwannee, a parly of some 10 or 15 In- seasoned in his best style, and delivered in
for the creditors to piesent and prove their
MARRIED
—
In
Waterborough,
20lh
ult.
Mr.
, and 4ih
A. WARREN, D. Sh’ff.
Mians attacked a wagon train, with an escort his most emphatic and earnest manner. They William Hill of Lyman, to Miss Sarah Jellerson other articles.
claims, .hereby give notice that they will at
■ amount
Kennebunk-port,
June
29,
1841.
will
be
nice
¡licking
for
us
next
week,
after
of W.
-of only eight soldiers. A sharp fight ensued,
tend to the duties of their appointment, at the
we get them in the Age. Ex-councillor Dr.
In Boston, Mr. Noah Litchfield, Jr., to Miss
office over the store of Parks & Harris, in Ber
w'hidh lasted about 45 minutes. The Indians Burnham of Orland, took the floor and deliv
ied withauction
sale
Olive Ernestine P. Miller, formerly of Kenne
wick aforesaid, on the first Mondays of July,
-------- ooo-------finally succeeded in driving the whites off, ered one of his peculiar harrangues. We bunk.
itsianding
August, September and October next, from 10
O
be
sold
at
AUCTION,
on
Saturday,
in Saco, 23d ult. Mr. James Tebbets, to Miss
■ch, 1841,
and [plundered the wagons. One soldier was like the doctor, for he is always funny and
o
’clock A. M. to 5 o’clock P. M. on each of
the
10th
day
of
July
inst.,
at
four
o
’
clock
Nancy T. Bryant.— Mr. Samuel McKay of Saco,
killed. A Lieutenant and 30 men went im good natured, but his speeches are rather un to
said
19
51C#!’
in the afternoon, the STORE and LOT op
 days.
Miss Lydia Gould of Lyman.
interesting to this generation. He never
JOB HARRIS,
? Commismediately in pursuit of the Indians, but did comes down later than the last war, and gen
posite the house of the late Mr. James Kim
JOSEPH STACKPOLE, $ sioners.
ball, and now improved by Edward Gould.
OBITUARY
not -succeed in overtaking them.—All the erally goes back to old John Adams’ time,
available
June 5,1841.
The Store has been occupied by Hildreth &
forts in Middle Florida are very sickly. never paying the least regard to the feelings
e in the
DIED—In Huntington, la. June 16th, Mrs. Ayers for the last two years. It would make
of
the
old
federalists
who
now
associate
with
Harriet N., consort of Dr. Freeman Sawyer, a very convenient dwelling-house with a very
tof Jun»’
Forts Macomb and Pleasants have been aCommissioners’ Notice.
him. He was followed by ex Speaker Ham
youngest daughter of Charles W. Wil
ich came
-------- ooo-------bandoned. The commander, notwithstand- lin, who was not elected to Congress last fall, and
little expense.—Terms of payment liberal,
liams, Esq. of this town, aged 28 years.
fourth of
E having been appointed by the Judge
attending the nor nominated now for Governor, but has
ing
till
!the
discouragements
In Kennebunk-port, 25th ult. Mr. John Wells, and made known at the time of sale.
HiJ alx"93||gJI«
of Probate, for the county of York,
TIMOTHY FROST.
campaign, is persevering in his efforts to lost none of his vigor or eloquence, for he de aged 70 years.
to receive and examine the claims ofsevthe
Kennebunk,
July
1,
1841.
In
Saco,
Miss
Elizabeth,
daughter
of
Mr.
John
claimed
in
first
Tate
loco
foco
style.
’ the am’t
bring it .to a-successful termination.
eral creditors of
Pike, aged 20years.—Mr. John Meserve, former
i) remainJOTHAM STORER,
of Lyman, aged about 24 years.
The editor of the Journal, who was on the ly In
SAIL
BOAT.
The Ladies’ Companion for July has been
onlheiih
whose estate is represented insolvent, give
Kittery, Charles, son of Mr. Joseph Wilson,
-------ooo
-------received. It is embellished with a beaqtiful spot, throws some light on the composition aged 17 years.
HE subscriber has in his possession, at notice that six months from the seventh day
steel engraving—Scott’s Effie Deans—and, of the assembly : he says—
Cape Porpoise, a two Sail Boat, green of June current, are allowed to said creditors
excess of
to bring in and ¡»rove their claims ; and we
SHIP NEWS
bottom, black gunwale, short deck forward
“ Looking about on the convention, we
as
usual,
its
contents
are
entirely
original
and
will attend to that service at the store of
>e current31i310il|S
and
aft,
ceiling
painted
yellow,
about
16
feet
could
see
quite
a
formidable
array
of
ex-col

KENNEBUNK, JULY 3, 1841.
contributed by some of the most popular wri
keel, and 6 feet wide.—One of the oars is George A. Frost in said Sanford, on the
lectors of the customs, ex-deputy collectors,
,rk ,1’fihîft*?
ters.in the country. The publisher is unspar- ex-sheriff’s, and ex-deputy sheriffs, ex-county
ARRIVED.
painted green.—The owner is unknown.— first Tuesday in August next, and the first
June 23—Schs. Nile, Ward, Boston ;
ing in his efforts to render the Companion de attornies, ex-clerks, ex-county commissioners,
The boat taken from a boy, supposed to have Tuesday in December next, from ten to four
Azora, Lemont, Bath ;
runaway with it from Marblehead. The o’clock each day.
serving the patronage of the reading public. ex-Registers of Probate, ex-Registers of Deeds
Ocean, Oakes, Boston ;
AMOSF. HOWARD,?
owner can have the same by proving proper
ex- Representatives, ex-Senators, ex-council 24
—Sch. Martha, Crediford, do. J
CALEBS. EMERY,
ty and paying charges.
Common Schools in Vermont.—The num lors, ex-contractors in the Aroostook war, 27—Sch. Grape, Ward, do. ;
Sanford, June 17, 1841.
EBEN.
A.
HUFF.
and
one
ex-Governor,
who
was
made
chair

,diture«P"ihThl,0i
29
—
Brig
Eveline,
Gould,
Ponce.
P.
R.
with
ber of children in Vermont between the ages
Kennebunk-port, (Cape Por- ?
man. The deputy sheriffs came in the same 129 Hhds. and 16 barrels Sugar ; 123 Hhds.
NOTICE.
of 4 and 13 is 106,000—the number of Dis old gigs in which they rode round the coun and
re’e"”e' ihi I'1“*!
poise,) July 1, 1841.
5
6 barrels Molasses and 34 bags Coffee, to
■ ■ ■■— — QOQ —wn-re»
trict Schools 3300—of Teachers employed try last summer loaded down with extra Ages, Eliphalet Perkins, Esq. of Kennebunk-port, and
upHIS is to give notice that I have given to
45
Hhds.
Sugar
to
Messrs.
C.
Wilkins
&
Co.
of
Appeals
to
the
Democracy,
lying
Spirits
of
5100. The annual school tax is equal to
FISH-------MARKET
I
my daughter, Maria Hamilton, her
Boston.
ooo-------$22 for each district—the sum voluntarily ’40 thieves, full of calumnies against the ven
lime, and allow her to trade for herself—and
s
I
iled
.
"”91 i-liu*11
erable Harrison. We make no doubt that if
AMUEL
KIMBALL
would
respectfully
that I will not claim any of her earnings, nor
raised for this object by the towns and dis their gig boxes could be overhauled, some of June 24—Sch. Salome, Goodwin, Boston ;
inform the inhabitants of this village, pay any debts of her contracting alter this
29—Schs Nile. Ward, do.;
tricts ffaroughout the State $81,000. The these papers could be found in them now.”
that
he
has
established
a
Martha, Crediford. do. ;
date.
STEPHEN HAMILTON,
aggregate expense for schools, including
Ocean, Oakes, do.
S
S
amuel Hatch.
FISH
MARKET,
J
SiMÜEL
HatcH) m
The Buffalo Commercial states that “ a
memoranda.
board of teachers, books, fuel, &c. equal to
train of wagons filled with Mormons, or some
Cid. at New-Orleans, 16th ult. sch. Elizabeth, in the building adjoining the Grist-Mill; where
Wells, June 21, 1841.
$112 to each district.
similar infatuated creatures, passed our of Merrill, Boston.
he will keep FRESH FISH, cleaned, ready
Ar. at New-York. 25th ult. brig Havana, Gill- for use, Corned, Pickled & Dry Fish.
fice
this
morning
on
their
way
to
Nauvoo,
or
BI4>WW SAIZT
Lightning.—We understand that a Barn
.
some other newly discovered paradise. They patrick, Havana ; 26th, barque Eliza Thornton,
O'^r’Fish sent to Houses in the Village,
situated in Saco, was struck by lightning, >
not take shipping, but intend to travel of this port, Foss, from Liverpool, 24th May.
Ä SACKS BLOWN SALT-for salQ
Havana, 17th ult. barque Diautha, Shorey, when requested.—Every effort will be made
AY/
n Anrln IT
mmii in rw
♦ 1» /N <111 » nln
i-.
»I
i»
t I k / ■ >«
during the shower onAO Wednesday
evening
j the
whole distance,
some 800 miles,
in
their ft. At
O by
J CURTIS & Co,
or chr. ; Bohemia, Nason, unc.; Swiss-Boy, to accommodate the Public.
SÄ»«1“''
last, and, with its contents, consumed.
vehicles.”
Kennebunk, Juno 18,1841,
Blaisdell, Boston.
Kennebunk, June 3, 1841.
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BRANDHETIJ’S . PILLS. |

TRUSS
MA» ü F-A <J tCO R Y 1 !

-------- —OOO----------- —

COUGHS, COLBS,
¡THE
-aiad all diseases of'the Lungs.

RESURRECTION,
OR

VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine .
-------- ooo----- -—
proved by the experience of thousands to
PERSIAN PILLS.
The following beautiful effusion taken ftotn
HE^ VEGETABLE PULMONARY BAL-------- uoo-------be, when properly persevered with, a certain; ’ SA’M is believed to be deservedly
the Southern Literary Messenger, for April, like
jrveuiy iiieinusii
the most
HF.
subscriber
continues
to
manufacture
Trusses
of
cure in every form of the Only One Disease,!
all the productions of Amelia, is distinguished
in America,
for I (E/^Lt order that lips valuable medicine
popular tMedicine ever known
i
every
description,
at
his
residence,
at
the
old
stand
all having the same origin, and invariably arise coughs, colds, asthma
for purity and gentleness of thought, andIra sweet... .
ror phthisic,
’ ,
j, should not be counterfeited, we have a p|ale
consumption,
8 nniet opposite 264, No 305. Washington St., Boston, (enness of expression almost inimitable.
1..
and Pulmonary affections
of representing a Persian scene, that is struck 0[)
(
'
113 , ù j trance in Temple Avenue—up stairs) All individu- from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease whooping cough,
melody—its dreamlike and spiritual beauty —
! als can see him alone, at any time at the above place. namely, IM PURITY or IMPERFECT circula jevery kind.
i each bill, one of which accompanies each box
its tones of bewitching tenderness come over the
Having had twenty years’ experience, he has afford lion of the BLOOD.
i The Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam has been We deem it unnecessary to publish a long
1 n a period of little more than three years in! very extensively used for about twelve years ;
heart
ed relief to three thousand persons, f >r the last five
years. .All may rest assured of relief who et») I and try the United States, they have restored to a state of and its reputation has been constantly increasing. of Certificates, as they will neither add to nor
“ Like softest music heard in sleep,”
Trusses of his manufacture. He is now confident he health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED So universally popular has this article become , diminish the virtues of this admirable conior
can give every individual relief who may call on him. THOUSAND persons, who were given over as that it may now be considered as a standard arti pound.
O"The public are cautioned against the many incurable by physicians of the first rank and
“ Like the low chant of the distant waves
Superior to the Hygean, Brandretli’s, Evcle in a large part of the United Stales and Brit i
quacks who promise what they cannot perform.
By Spring’s soft breathings stirred.”
ans’, Tomato, the Matchless (priced) Sana,
Having worn the different kinds of Trusses, more or standing, and in many cases when every other ish Provinces. Many families keep it constantly
! by them, considering it the most safe as well as live, or any other Pills or Compound before
less, that have been offered to the public for the last remedy had been resorted to in vain.
MUSINGS,
In all cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it I! certain remedy for the above complaints. The the public, as certified to by Physicians an<]
twenty years, from different patent manufactories, and
BY AMELIA, OF LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY.
be
chronic
or
recent,
whether
it
be
deafness
or
¡ Proprietors L.
now continues to wear those of his own manufacture,
>
□ are
. receiving
..... .
have received,
and
' others.— Let none condemn them until thev
- j.r_—
—
,.<• of our]jave
aU(] t|ien we are GERtai^
he is now able to decide, after examining the rupture, pain in the side, whether it.arise from constitu- I numerous recommendations
from
many
what
sort
of
Truss
is
best
to
adapt
to
all
the
cases
that
tional
or
from
some
immediate
cause,
whether
1 wandered out one summer night—
best Physicians, who make use of it in their prac- they will not.
occur ; and he has on hand as good 1 russes, and will it be from internal or external injury, it will be jj tice. The names of a few individuals who have
’Twas when my years were few ;
It is now a settled point with all who have
furnish any kind of Truss that can be had elsewhere. cured by persevering in the use of these Pills. j given their testimony in favor of this article are
The breeze was singing in the light
Any person who purchases a truss at this establish
This great principle of 11 PURGING” in!I here subjoined, and for a more full account see usedThe Vegetable PERSIAN PILLS, that
And I was singing too.
ment. ifit does not suit, can exchange until they are well sickness is beginning to be appreciated. It is
they are pre-eminently the best and most efThe moonbeams lay upon the hill
the envelope to the bottle.
suited. without ^‘Iditional charge.
The shadows in the vale,
J. F. F. manufactures as many as twenty different found much more convenient to take an occa Doct. Amory Hunting, Doct. Samuel Morrill, ficacious FAMILYJMEDICINE that has jet
been used in America. If every family could
And here and there a leaping rill
kinds of Trusses, among which are all the different sional dose of half a dozen Pills, and be always
“ Timothy Baylies,
“ Truman Abell,
become acquainted with their Sovereign pomkinds similar to those that the late Mr. John Beath, of well, than to send for a Doctor and be bled,
Was laughing at the gale.
“
Jere.
Ellsworth,
G
Thohias
Brown,
this city, formerly made, and all others advertised in blistered, and salivated —with the certainty that
er over disease, they would keep them amj
“ Albert Guild.
“ William Perry,
Boston, together with the patent elastic spring Truss, if you aré not killed, you will be sure to have
One fleecy cloud upon the air
be prepared with a sure REMEDY to apply
with
spring
pads;
'Trusses
without
steel
springsAN
INTERESTING
CASE.
Was all that met my eyes ;
months of miserable weakness, and the only one
on
the fit st appearance of disease, and then
these
give
relief
in
all
cases
of
rupture,
and
a
large
Extract
of
a
letter
from
Mr.
C.
S.
Clay,
Kingston,
It floated like an angel there
who is benefitted is your Doctor.
Look at the
how
much distress would be avoided and
portion
produce
a
perfect
cure
—
they
can
be
worn
day
Ulster
County,
N.
Y.,
to
the
proprietors
:
Between me and the skies.
and night ; improved hinge and pivot 1 russ ; umbili difference between the appearance of those two
Yours of the 9th inst. was duly received. A money saved, as well as the lives of thousands
I clapped my hands and warbled wild
cal spring Trusses, made m four different ways ; 'Trus persons—one has been treated by your regular remarkable cure was effected by the Vegetable who are hurried out of lime by neglecting
As here’ and there I flew ;
seswith ball and socket joints; 'Trusses tor Prolap practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he
For I was but a careless child,
sus Aiii, by wearing which persons troubled with , is, see how the shadow of death throws his Pulmonary Balsam, in the Winter and Spring of disease in its first stages, or by not being in
And did as children do.”
a descent of the rectum can ride on horseback with ! solitary glance from his emaciated countenance, 1835. The person, Mr. Moody, had been sick a possession of a remedy which they can place
perfect ease and safety. Mr. foster, also makes sec how he trembles in every limb ", his eyes long time with tho consumption. His physician dependence,upon.
The waves came dancing o’er the sea
Trusses for Prolapsus Uteri, which have answered sunk ; his teeth destroyed —his constitution, had given him up. He was reduced so low as to
(jj^AII who wish to guard against sickness
In bright and ¿littering bands ;
in cases where pessaries have failed. Suspensory perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how be unable to help himself, and was raising a should use the PERSIAN PILLS freely*
Like little children wild with glee,
'Trusses, knee caps and back-boards are always the^ Doctor arrogates to himself credit.
large
quantity
of
blood,
when
he
commenced
He
when needed ; no injury can ensue, if used
kept on hand. As a matter of convenience, and not of
They linked their dimpled hands.
using the Balsam, which effected a complete cure
speculation, the undersigned will keep on hand the fol says, “ most inveterate case of Liver com and he is now as hale and hearty as ever he was. from youth to old age, when taken according
They finked their hands—but ere I caught
plaint
”
—
“
nothing
but
the
most
energetic
reme

lowing kinds from other manufactories, which they can
to the directions.
Their mingled drops of dew,
him.”
Energetic K measures!
have if his does not suit them ; after a fair tHal, they dies
uir:a saved um>.
---- - -- - i. e. Mr. Moody has removed from this town, but he
(E/^Call for the bill that accompanies each
They kissed my feet as quick as thought
has promised me a more detailed account of his
can exchangee ior
Cor itny
any vi
of them
- *'•
Dr.■ ..
Hull
’s i Mereurv
Bleeding,
ruined
his constitution,
tuem j. —
x-.. ’-s 5; Read
—
eruu r v aud u
? 1*
S.
u
v. w
,
Away the ripples flew.
box in all cases.
spiral 'Truss ; Rundell
L ’ ’s do
‘ i; Salmon's balland socket; better say.—s0 to save life you must half poison 1case, which I will forward you. C. S. CLAY.
Kingston, N. Y. June 25, 1838.
Shermanis
’s patent;
patent ; French do. ; Marsh’s improvedN with (hat co.t)forler of the teeth and gums—
The twilight hours like birds flew by,
Bateman’s do.,
and single ; atone s
FRCURy _and positively make a man mis'Truss ; E
Argyle, Nova Scotia.
sian Pills.—These pills raise from the great
As lightly and as free ;
Trusses ;: —
— also,
aiso. Ii itisses
uh
cihiuh
>«,
|
Hisses or c i. < ten, o
_•
, erab|e tho sad remainder of his existence ; this is
Tn the winter of 1837 and 1838, I was seized est weakness, distress and suffering, to a state
Ten thousand stars were in the sky,
Any kiyd of.Trusses repaired at short notice, and
with a violent cough wliich continued two or of strength, health and happiness. The
called curing. Shocking folly !
Ten thousand in the sea ;
made as good as when new.
Let us now look at your “purged” man—the three months My cough was so severe that 1 name of these pills originated from the cir
O’Ladiés wishing for any of these instruments, will
For every wave with dimpled cheek
be waited upon by Mrs. Foster, at the above place. man who has taken Brandretli’s Pills for Liver was obliged to sit up in bed two or three hours cumstance of the medicine being found only
That leaped upon the air,
Mrs. F. has been engaged in the above business fur Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of during the night, and 1 was much reduced in
Had caught a star in its embrace
This vegetable
conscious strength, his countenance is clear flesh and strength and my appetite gone. One in the cemetries of Persia.
ten years.
And held it trembling there.
’The subscriber makes and keeps on hand steeled and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with of my neighbors had a bottle of the Vegetable production being of a peculiar kind, led to
shoes, for deformed and crooked feet, and is doing this the feeling of new life and animation ; he has Pulmonary Balsam, which ho would not sell. experiments as to its medical qualities and
The young moon too, with upturned sides,
every week for children <iihI infants, in this city, and j been confined a few days to his bed, but he us- He however loaned it to me till I could procure virtues. In half a century it became an es
Her mirror’d beauty gave ;
from out of the city. Specimens of his workmanship
And as a bark at anchor rides,
lluIflcloiy
ed nothing but the true Brandretij Pills, and him another. I experienced immediate relief tablished medicine for the diseases of that
may be seen at the manufactory
She rode upon the wave.
He likewise informs individuals
i...!.---- he will not make ,I soon rose without any injury being sustained from it. The first opportunity I had I procured country. The extract of this singular pro
JiAlkA. ...i.....
The sea was like the heaven above,
(heir complaints known to any one, except
when uz.
he is ‘ hy |lls constitution. 1 nstead of being months in more of it, and to the use of it I ascribe the pres duction was introduced into some parts of
JAMES W. LENOX,
As perfect and as whole,
permitted to refer to them-it being a misfortune, and a weak state he will be stronger, after he has ervation of my life.
Europe in the year 1783, and used by many
xoun0, persons do not want their cases known.
Save that rt seemed to thrill with love
entirely recovered the attack : because his
Dec. 17, 1838.
celebrated physicians in curing certain dis
JAMES
FREDERICK
FOSTER.
As thrills the immortal soul.
blood and fluids have become purified, and hav
eases, where all other medicines had been us
COUNTERFEITS.
BEWARE OF IMPOSITION !
Boston, March, 1841.
ing purged away the old and impure fluids, tho
Early in the year 1792, the
The leaves, by spirit voices stirr’d,
Each genuine bottle is enclosed in a blue ed in vain.
solids arc thereby renovated, and he is not borne
Made murmurs on the air—
Certificate from Dr. Warren
down by useless particles, but has renewed his wrapper, on which is a label, signed by Sampson extract was combined with a certain vegeta
Boston, Jan. 7, 183a.
Reed. NONE OTHER CAN BE GENU ble medicine imported from Dura Baca, in
life and body both.
Having had occasion to observe, dial some persons i
the East Indies, and formed into pills. The
INE.
fflicted with Hernia have suffered much from the | The principle of purging with Brandreth s
IfpThe outside Yellow Label will have, on admirable effect of this compound upon the
•ant oi a skilful woi kman in accommodating 1 fusses | Pills, removes nothing but the useless and de
> the peculiarities of their cases, I have taken pains io . cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and and after December 1839, in addition to that of human system, led physicians and families
ifortn myself of the competency of Mr. J. F. Foster to corrupt humors of the blood ; those humors Sampson Reed, the signature of W.m. John Cut into its general use. Their long established
apply the deficiency occasioned by the death of Mr. which cause disease—they impede the func ler, one of his partners.
character, their universal and healing virtues,
The great celebrity of the Vegetable Pulmo the detergent and cleansing qualities of their
ieatli. After some months of observation of his work, tions of the liver when they settle upon that
am satisfied that Mr. Foster is well acquainted with organ, and which, when they settle upon the nary Balsam has been the cause for attempts to
he manufacture of these instruments, and ingenious in muscles, produce rheumatism ", or, upon the introduce spurious articles, which by partially specifical action upon the glandular part of
iccommodating them to the variety of cases which oc- nerves, produce gout; or, upon the lungs, pro assuming the name of the genuine, are calcula the system, are such as will sustain their rep
•ur. 1 feel myself called upon to recommend him to
ted to mislead and deceive the public. Among utation aiTd general use in the American Re
ny professional brethren, and to the public, as a per dace consumption ; or. upon the intestines, cos these mixtures are the ‘‘American Pulmonary public.
tiveness
;
or,
upon
the
lining
of
the
blood
ves

lon well fitted to supply their wants in regard to these
important articles.
John C. Warren. sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train Balsam,” “ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsamic Syr
B7TO MOTHERS.
of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and up,” 4C Pulmonary Balsam,” “ Carter’s Com
pound Pulmonary Balsam,” and others. Pur
I hereby certify that 1 have, for several years past, all who behold them.
Messrs. E. Chase
Co, :—Gents.—Hearingbefti) in the use of Mr. Foster’s Truss for Inguinal HerYes, purging these humors from the body is chasers should enquire for the true article by its much said about the extraordinary effects of the
nia, and find it to answer every desirable purpose, and the true cure for all these complaints, and eve whole name-THE VEGETABLE PULMO Resurrection or Persian Pills upon those about
consider it far preferable to any other which I have em ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser NARY BALSAM, and see that it has tho marks to become Mothers, we were induced to make a
ployed.
James Thatcher, M. D.
tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it and signatures of the genuine.
trial oi them. My wife was at that time the
Plymouth, Nov. 1, 1839.
Each bottle and seal is stamped “Vegetable mother uf five children, and had suffered the
is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming
Pulmonary
Balsam.
”
known, and more and more appreciated.
most tedious and excrutiating pains during and
Boston, March 10, 1840.
(LTOne more Counterfeit, besides the after her confinement of each. She had tried
The cure by purging may more depend up
I hereby certify, that 1 have known Mr. James F.
“
American
Pulmonary
Balsam,
”
and
others
Foster, several years last past, and have frequently em on the laws which produce sweetness or purity
every means and taken much medicine, but
ployed him in the construction of Trusses and other than may be generally imagined. Whatever above alluded to !—An attempt has been made to found little or no relief.—She commenced taking
apparatus for my patients, and have always found him tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because deceive the public by a spurious mixture called the Persian Pills about three months before her
readv. capable, and faithful, and equal to the occasion it tends to putrefaction ; therefore the necessity “ Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam/’ sometimes confinement, (her health being very poor about
for which 1 have employed him.
signed Samuel Lee and sometimes Sampson this length of time previous) and soon after was
John Randall, M. D. of constant exercise is seen.
When constant exercise cannot be used Lee—said to be prepared by an unprincipled enabled by their use to attend to the cares of a
Individuals can have the Trusses sent to them by any FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of man in Bangor, Me. The name is written in mother to her family until her confinement. At
of the packets or vessels by writing the subscriber, Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required. a way to resemble the genuine signature, and is the time she commenced taking the Persian
Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain a most foul attempt to deceive the public and Pills, and for several weeks previous, she was af
(James F. Foster) 305 Washington st. Boston.
of life, are kept free from those impurities avoid the punishment that awaits actual foro-ery. flicted with a dry, hard cough, and frequent se
For sale by REED, WING & CUTLER, vere cramps, which the use of the Pills entirely
which would prevent its steady current minis
Savage’s Bilious »eobstruent tering
health. Thus, morbid humors are pre (late Low & Reed) wholesale dealers in Drugs, removed before using half a box. Il is with
vented from becoming mixed with it. It is na Medicines, Paints and Dye Sluff’s, No. 54 Chat great confidence that we advise all those alout
ham Street, Boston, and by Druggists and coun
rfflHESE Pills have been in use for anum- ture wliich is thus assisted through the means try merchants generally in New England, and in 7o become mothers, to make use of the Persian
Pills. All those that have taken them in our
JL ber of years, and have produced the and outlets which she has provided for herself.
r. Brand-reth’s Offices in New York the principal places throughout the United States neighborhood have got along in the same easy
most happy effects in the following com areD241
and
British
Provinces.
Price
50
cents.
manner, and are about house, in a few days.
185 Hudson st. and 276
plaints, viz. in obstructions of the biliary Bowery,BROADWAY,
For sale by
There does not appear to be half the danger ot
between Prince and Houston sts.
ducts, caused by a thickening of the bile, and
DANIEL REMICH.
other difficulties setting in after confinement
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
a final hardening into gall stones, which caus
where these Pills are taken.— We unitedly say,
September 4, 1840.
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
es a dull pain in the right side at first and af
let none neglect taking them, for they are in the
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
terwards a cholic and inflammation from the
JHbany, Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
R. SEARS’ UNIVERSAL SANGUI- reach of the poor as well as the rich. We are
thankful that there is a remedy which fe
irritating qualities of the bile, and obstruction
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
NAR1AN or BLOOD ROOT PILLS. truly
males can easily procure which bids to lessen the
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
of circulation of blood in the liver and parts
The
proprietor
feels
the
fullest
confidence
in
world of suffering, which many of them have to
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
andfor the County of York, on the first Mon connected with it; they have a direct tenden
the superior virtue of these Pills. Still they bear, and perhaps save the lives of thousands
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
day of January, in the year of our Lord cy to prevent an accumulation of bile, and to
presented
to
the
public
on
their
own
mer

are
which otherwise would be lost.
eighteen hundred and forty-one, by the remove all obstructions from the digestive or New Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
its alone, and his only wish is to have their
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
Rochester, May 14lh, 1838 ; corner of Caledo
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said gans. In all stages of Dyspepsia these pills
claim
subjected
to
the
severe
but
satisfactory
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
nia square, Edinburgh street. For further par
produce the greatest benefit, and in a large
Court :
\YTHow to be secure from Counterfeit Pills test of intelligent experience.
ticulars, see subscribers.
S. ROBERTS,
JWMUND HAYES, Jr., named Executor proportion of cases will effect a cure. So purporting to be Brandreth's Pills.
A. O. ROBERTS.
New York, April 9th, 1839.
in a certain instrument purporting to be far as any one medicine can be beneficial in
Never purchase without being positively sure
To Dr. J. B. Sears— Dear sir,—Having by
Certificates can be procured by calling up
the last will and testament oi Edmund Hayes, this complicated disease these pills have not that the person selling has an Engraved cer the use of three boxes of your U. Sanguinalate of Limerick, in said county, Esquire, found a rival. In dropsical complaints they tificate of Agency, and ffjr’observe it has been rian or Blood Root Pills, been entirely cured on the agents in the villages, who havealarge
deceased, having presented the same for pro may be relied on as a most effectual remedy. renewed ; no Certificate being any guarantee of a complication of bilious complaints with bill containing a treatise on most diseases,
In cases of obstruction from sudden attacks after 12 months from date that Pills sold by the which 1 had been afflicted for between two their causes and remedy, to distribute gratui
bate :
tously.
E. W. CAPRON & Co.,
ORDERED — That the said Executor of colds in young females in all recent cases holder are genuine.
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied and three years, it is with feelings of heart
Agents for Vt. and New-Hampshire,
give notice to all persons interested, by caus they will afford the best remedy that can be
Mr. John O. Langley, my only Travelling felt gratitude that I now address you to ac to whom all orders must be addressed (post
ing a copy of this order to be published, three applied. Impurities of the blood with a lan by
Ajrent in Maine—or by ordering from my quaint you of the fact. I had consulted sev paid) Rochester, N.Y.
Weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga guid circulation, pain in the head attended Principal New England Office,
eral eminent physicians, taken plentifully of For saie by the following Agents :

<

T

T

The Resurrection^ or Per.

D

1

zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they with dizziness and sickness of the stomach,
may appear at a Probate Court to be held costiveness or any disease caused by obstruc
at Limerick, in said county, on the first tions in the circulation of blood or any of the
Monday oi July next, at ten of the clock excretory organs may be effectually removed
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they by the use of these pills. In all violent at
have, why the said instrument should not be tacks of cold attended with fever if taken in
proved, approved and allowed as the last will the commencement they will prevent a course
of fever, and save the patient much pain and
and testament of the said deceased.
Attest, Wm. Cutter .Allen, Register.
trouble. These pills are purely vegetable
A true copy—Attest,
and may be taken with perfect safety under
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
all circumstances. They differ from other
June 4.
___ ___________________ medicines that operate on the bowels in not
Jit a Court of Probate held at Saco, within leaving the bowels in a costive state. They
andfor the County of York, on the seventh are recommended to families as one of the
day of June, in the year of our Lord; best family medicines in use. The following
eighteen hundred and forty-one, by the Hon. certificates have been kindly offered.
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
[From Dr. Jefferson Smith..]
JNUREASE S. KIMBALL, named Ex
Having been made acquainted with the
it ecutor in a certain instrument purport
ing to be the last will and testament of Eben- composition of Savage’s Bilious Deobstruent
ezer Jones, late of Lebanon, in said county, Pills and having used them on my own per
deceased, having presented the same for pro son and family as well as in my practice for
every disease where bilious and deobstruent
bate :
ORDERED — That the said Executor medicines were indicated for upwards of two
give notice to all persons interested, by caus years I am enabled to say that they are as
ing a copy of this order to be published three safe, mild and useful as any medicine 1 have
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk ever used, and can recommend them as like
Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, that they ly to effect cures in common cases of sick
may appear at a Probate Court to be held ness, where bilious habits and impurities of
at Limerick, in said county, on the first the blood exist.
JEFFERSON SMITH, M. D.
Monday of July next, at ten of the clock
Dover, Sept. 4, 1840.
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
they have, why the said instrument should not
[From the Rev. Silas Green.]
be proved, approved and allowed as the last
I have used Savage’s Bilious Deobstruent
will and testament of said deceased.
Pills for more than three years, and can rec
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
ommend them to be the best medicine for re
A true copy—Attest,
moving obstructions from the digestive or
John Skeele, Register.
gans I have ever used. SILAS GREEN.
June 8.
Dover, March 20, 1840.
namelled visiting cards
For sale in Kennebunk, by ALEX. WAR
plain and embossed.
REN.
Card Cases ; Conversation Cards.
eptJl.
February 26, 1841.
Kennebunk; April 10, 1841.

E

19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.
KENNEBUNK, JOHN OSBORN &
Acton, Evans & Hemmingway.
Alfred, Benjamin F. Chad bourne.
Berwick, N. Sheldon Hobbs.
Berwick, S Parks & Wilson.
Berwick, S. J. S T. Cushing.
Buxton, H. McKenney.
“
J. C. Lewis.
Cornish, Cotton Lincoln.
Hollis, Jonathan Rumery.
Kennebunk port, S. H. Gould.
Lebanon, James Brackett.
“
Frederic A. Wood & Co.
Limerick, John Sanborn.
Limington, Winburn Adams.
Limingion, E. Henry Small.
Lyman, Benjamin Dudley.
Aewfield, M. & P. S. Wood.
S. C. Adams.
Parsonsfield, F & E H. Newbegin.
“
William Stackpole.
“
John Morrill.
Sanford, J. M. Bod well.
“
Howard & Kendall.
Shapleigh, Moses Goodwin, Jr.
Saco, McIntire & Beck.
Wells, Joshua E. Littlefield.
“
George Littlefield.
“
Joseph Wilson.
Waterborough, James Leavitt.
Wells, Barak Maxwell.
York, Edward Chase.

Co.

Alexander Dennett.
G. M. Freeman.
B. BRANDRETH, M • D
241 Broadway, N. Y.
May, 1839.
“

“

-- --------- OOO----------- -

Brandretli’s, Lee’s, and many other pills, but
all to no purpose ; in fact I continually grew
more feeble and emaciated—my usual weight
when in health was 175 lbs. and 1 was reduc
ed to 115. I had no appetite, and the lit
tle food I did eat was poorly digested. I was
at last confined to my room and most of the
lime to my bed. While in this appalling
condition a friend inquired if I had tried your
B. R. Pills, being answered in the negative
he recommended them to me, having him
self been restored by their use from a some
what similar, though less aggravated compli
cation of diseases. I immediately sent to
your central office, procured a box, and be
ing partially relieved by their use, purchased
two boxes more ; and now, although scarce
ly two weeks has elapsed since I commenced
taking them, by the blessing of Providence 1
have entirely recovered my former health
and am fast gaining strength and flesh. 1
shall call to-morrow for two or three dozen
boxes which I intend to take to my residence
in S. Carolina next week, by which timel
think I can safely venture to travel.
Yours truly,
JAS. S. HUBBELL.

Kennebunk, Alexander Warren.
Wells, Seth Hatch.
North-Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs.
August 6, 1840.

notice.
HE subscriber having contracted with
the town of Wells for the support ol
the poor of said town, for one year commen
cing in September last, and having made am
ple provision for their maintenance, forbics
all persons harboring or trusting them on h
account or on account of the town, as he wi
pay no bills for their support.
1 y
ENOCH GOODALL
Wells, Jan. 15, 1841.

T

SCHOONER NILE.
-------- ooo------- THE new packet schooner
WL NILE, Daniel Ward,
/Jk) Rkliav'ns superior accommodation
for passengers, will sail h°
KENNEBUNK for BOSTON,
— AND FROM —

BOSTON for KENNEBUNK,
For sale, wholesale and retail, by Blaisdell
& Thurston, East-Thomaston, Me. by whom every week, during the present season, win
orders for the Medicine will be faithfully at and weather permitting. For Freight or
tended to. For sale, also, by the following sage, apply to
D. & 8. VVA
Agents :—Kennebunk, Daniel Remich, Alex
Kennebunk port, May 21, 1841.
___
ander Warren, Samuel Jordan and Samuel
L. Osborn ; Welh, Barak Maxwell, Erastus
1VOHT GOODWIN
Littlefield and Geo. E. Baker ; York, J.
NTENDS keeping a Stand, during in
Brooks and George M. Freeman.
present season, for the sale of
August 21,1840.
eply

I

mjvsrrr oije.
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FRESH FISH.
—ALSO—

CORNED, PICKLED & DRY
CASE low priced ruled Writing and Let FOR sale, by the subscriber, ENGLISH

sale by
I ter PAPER, forDANIEL
REMICH.
Kennebunk, Jan. 9,1841.

T’tsifl’.

LINSEED OIL, first quality, at Bos where those wishing to purchase can
commodated.
Q.t
ton prices, by the bbl.
WM. LORD.
Kennebunk-Landing, May 20,1cm.
Kennebunk, May 27,1841.
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